
Dear President Donald Trump,

This letter is written by me, Scott Humm – the pen name I use as the 
managing editor of RightWingMedia.net, as well its Facebook, Twitter, Gab 
and VK outlets.

As a conservative journalist, I – and many others as well -- have become 
very concerned about you as a person, and your Presidential Re-Election 
Campaign.  

We have admired how you have grown as a businessman, into a media talent 
and producer, and finally, into the most challenging position of all as 
President of the United States. You also have our continued admiration and
support for your continued visible personal enhancement, with your sly 
humor and engaging presence. 

However, recent utterances by you alluding to the likelihood of Joe Biden 
winning the Presidential race are very disturbing.

Granted, you survived the barrage of Pelosi-driven attacks during her 
attempt to oust you via impeachment, but with the ravages of Covid-19 and 
the post-Floyd demonstrations and ensuing riots, some seeming amount of 
wear is finally becoming visible.

Accordingly, I would like to propose a 'package' of my own solutions. By 
the way, as you might guess, this letter will be published for the public 
to know the scope of just how much conservatives care for their President.

First, you MUST declare Antifa a 'terrorist organization.' But to do that 
and make it legally stick, you might want to consider using extremely 
precise verbiage like this: “Since Antifa is not an 'organization,' per 
se, anyone committing an illegal act which is considered by law 
enforcement as being qualified to be considered as 'domestic terrorism,' 
AND appears to have demonstrated ties and/or sympathy to Antifa, may be 
designated (as per this Executive Order) either as an 'accused domestic 
terrorist,' or a 'convicted domestic terrorist,' after they have been 
accused and/or convicted of such crime.”

Second, for your own safety (and to drill in people's minds your rational 
acceptance of all appropriate health messages) Mr. President, PLEASE wear 
a face mask when interacting with groups of people – especially those whom



you might not be able to have their health status gauged in advance. 
America CANNOT afford to lose you, sir!

Third, you might also want to start having Fireside Chats with the 
American people as did President Franklin D. Roosevelt during the dark 
days of the Great Depression of the 1930's. With towns being looted and 
burned by mobs that cannot even police themselves, police practically 
being forced into becoming impotent to act (or even be allowed to be 
proactively afforded opportunities to CHANGE and GROW for the better), and
a populace that has become frustrated at being forced away from as much 
quality human contact as we have enjoyed in the past, a way to reassure 
and punch through with a positive message to the American people is needed
now more than ever! The American people NEED to be given HOPE. We need to 
be explained by a COMPASSIONATE leader, that outrage for outrageously 
illegal behaviors is UNDERSTANDABLE, and even EXPECTED. But, a rush of 
what essentially uncoordinated elements of social change can have 
undeniably negative impacts on any society. This must be made known and 
abundantly clear to all involved. 

Finally, Mr. President, you REALLY need to start DEEP and IMPACTFUL 
conversations with the federal, state and local government officials 
(especially the Democrats, like Ms. Pelosi) who are all seemingly trying 
to turn the country AND the world against you. They clamor that your 
administration ignored the early warning signs of Covid-19, when in 
reality you and your team were fighting a political and PERSONAL fight for
your 'honor' and integrity, which these forces so viciously took you to 
task. Any situation which is mired in the muck of suspicious 'past' 
history, conflicting and difficult 'presents,' and multivariate supposed 
'futures,' cannot be easily be navigated through. We need to KNOW that our
President has nothing, but the firmest of handles on what we are all 
facing together now, and that he is decidedly up for the challenge of 
“Four More Years!” 

Cordially and Respectfully Submitted,

Scott Humm

Managing Editor
RightWingMedia.net


